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Abstract

Background: The goat is an important farm animal. Reproduction is an important process of goat farming.
The ovary is the most important reproductive organ for goats. In recent years, an increasing number of long
non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) have been implicated in the regulation of mammal reproduction. However, there
are few studies on the function of lncRNAs in reproduction, particularly lncRNAs in the ovary.

Results: The sequencing of goat ovaries generated 1,122,014,112 clean reads, and 4926 lncRNAs and 1454 TUCPs
(transcripts of uncertain coding potential) were identified for further analysis by using the coding potential analysis
software, CNCI, CPC and Pfam-sca. There were 115 /22 differential lncRNAs /TUCPs transcripts between the ovaries
of the luteal phase and the follicular phase. We predicted the related genes of lncRNA /TUCP based on co-expression
and co-localization methods. In total, 2584 /904 genes were predicted by co-expression, and 326/73 genes were
predicted by co-localization. The functions of these genes were further analyzed with GO and KEGG analysis.
The results showed that lncRNAs /TUCPs, which are highly expressed in goat ovaries in the luteal phase, are
mainly associated with the synthesis of progesterone, and we filtered the lncRNAs /TUCPs, such as XR_001918177.1
and TUCP_001362, which may regulate the synthesis of progesterone; lncRNAs /TUCPs, which are highly expressed in
goat ovaries in the follicular phase, are mainly associated with oogenesis and the maturation of oocytes, and we
filtered the lncRNAs /TUCPs that may regulate the oogenesis and maturation of oocyte, such as XR_001917388.1 and
TUCP_000849.

Conclusion: The present study provided the genome expression profile of lncRNAs /TUCPs in goat ovaries at different
estrus periods and filtered the potential lncRNAs /TUCPs associated with goat reproduction. These results are helpful to
further study the molecular mechanisms of goat reproduction.
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Background
The goat is an important farm animal that can provide
people with farm products, such as meat [1], skin, wool,
milk and mutton, which are widely used in production
and daily life. Goat farming has a good market prospect,
and reproduction is one of the key processes in goat
farming. Increasing production efficiency requires

intensive research on reproductive mechanisms. The
ovary is the most important reproductive organ of fe-
male goats, as the ovary can directly mediate the matur-
ation of oocytes and secrete female hormones, which
has a significant influence on the fecundity of goats [2].
There are two main functions of the goat ovary. The first
function is to produce oocytes and ovulate. Subse-
quently, the oocyte matures in the ovary and has the po-
tential for fertilization in the ovary. The second function
is to secrete steroid hormones, such as estrogen, proges-
terone and androgen. This series of gonadal hormones
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greatly influences goat breeding, controls follicular de-
velopment and maintains goat rutting [3].
During the reproductive process, the estrous cycle of

goats can be divided into follicular and luteal phases. The
goat ovaries in these two periods differ in the development
of follicles, oogenesis and the maturation of oocytes, the
formation of the corpus luteum, the maintenance of preg-
nancy, and the secretion of gonadal hormone. In the
follicular phase, the follicles in the ovary grow, and the fol-
licle development process is regulated by endocrine, para-
crine and gene expression. Genes can feedback-regulate
follicular development by expressing products, such as
FOXL2, which promotes the growth, development and
anti-apoptosis of follicles [4, 5]. The amount of estrogen
in the ovaries increases during this period, prompting the
animals to become sexually aroused, and most mammals
ovulate at the end of this period. During oocyte matur-
ation, a large number of maternal factors accumulate, and
this process requires large amounts of gene expression.
Ovaries in the luteal phase primarily secrete progesterone,
which acts on the reproductive tract and the uterus, pro-
moting embryo implantation and maintaining pregnancy.
The formation of the corpus luteum in mammals is vital
for steroid biosynthesis [6], and sex steroid hormones,
such as estrogen, progesterone and testosterone, play a
key role in sex differentiation, reproductive function and
behavior in mammals [7].
Non-coding RNA, which was previously considered

“transcriptional noise” without biological function, is
particularly important. These non-coding RNAs include
miRNA and lncRNA [8], most of which are lncRNAs.
LncRNAs are transcription RNAs > 200 nt in length,
having complex structure and lacking the ability to code
protein, as they have no open reading frame; these mole-
cules are regulated by the recognized transcription factor
and show specific expression [9]. LncRNAs are widely
distributed and have been identified in animals, yeast,
plants and even viruses [10–14]. Xist is a lncRNA mol-
ecule that plays a key role in the inactivation of the x
chromosome in mammals [15]. The discovery of Xist of-
ficially prompted lncRNA research in the field of
reproduction, and a growing number of lncRNA have
been implicated in the regulation of mammalian ovary
development [16, 17]. Studies have shown that lncRNAs
can regulate reproductive processes, such as the matur-
ation and fertilization of oocytes and the embryonic de-
velopment in the ovaries of female goats [18], and the
maturation of oocytes is an important process that
causes ovulation in goats [19]. Therefore, lncRNA plays
an important role in regulating the growth and develop-
ment of oocytes. Recent studies have shown that
lncRNAs play an important role in cell development,
proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and other bio-
logical processes [20–24] as well as vital roles in

lactation, ovary and embryo development, sperm matur-
ation and so on [25]. An increasing number of lncRNAs
have also been implicated in the regulation of mamma-
lian breeding. However, there are few studies on the ef-
fects of goat lncRNAs on reproduction.
RNA-seq is a second-generation sequencing technol-

ogy to analyze and identify the biological functions of
lncRNAs [26]. In the present study, by using RNA-seq,
we explored the genome-wide expression profiles of
lncRNAs /TUCPs in goat ovaries at the follicular and lu-
teal phases and predicted additional potential lncRNA
/TUCP molecules. The differential expression of
lncRNAs /TUCPs in the ovaries at the follicular and lu-
teal phases was explored. We performed GO and KEGG
enrichment analyses of the co-located and co-expressed
genes of these different lncRNAs /TUCPs to investigate
the role of these lncRNAs /TUCPs in goat reproduction.
These findings will provide a theoretical basis for im-
proving the reproduction of goats.

Methods
Ovary procurement
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of
Fuyang Normal University approved the present study.
The ovaries in follicle and luteal stage of the Anhui
white goat were selected as the animal tissues in the
present study. The ovaries, which were collected from a
slaughterhouse, were sent to the laboratory within 4 h.
The ovaries were washed with physiological saline con-
taining double antibodies and then were placed into an
RNase-free centrifuge tube, labeled, frozen in liquid ni-
trogen, and stored at − 80 °C within 20 days prior to be-
ing sent to Beijing Connaught Qizhiyuan Bioinformatics
Co., Ltd. for RNA sequencing.

RNA extraction and library construction
First, total RNA was extracted from the goat ovaries at
the follicular and luteal phases. Then, 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis was prepared to monitor the degradation
and contamination of the extracted RNA. The purity
and concentration of the RNA were respectively mea-
sured by the NanoPhotometer® spectrophotometer
(IMPLEN, CA, USA) and the Qubit ® 2.0 Fluorometer
(Life Technologies, CA, USA). Finally, the RNA integrity
was assessed by the RNA Nano 6000 assay kit (Agilent
Technologies, CA, USA) with the Bioanalyzer 2100 sys-
tem. To prepare the RNA sample, 3 μg of RNA per ovary
was used as input material. First, the Epicenter
Ribo-zero™ rRNA Removal Kit (Epicenter, USA) was
used to remove ribosomal RNAs, and rRNA was re-
moved by ethanol precipitation. Then, the NEBNext,
hyperdirectional RNA library preparation kit (NIB, USA)
was used to generate the sequencing library by using
rRNA-depleted RNA according to the manufacturer’s
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instructions. Subsequently, sequencing libraries were gen-
erated by using rRNA-depleted RNA by the NEBNext®
Ultra™ Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina®
(NEB, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Sequencing and quality control
TruSeq PE Cluster Kit v3-cBot-HS (Illumina) was used
to cluster the cBot clusters. Then, the library was se-
quenced on Illumina Hiseq 4000, and 150 bp paired end
readings were produced. The raw reads in fastq format
were first processed through internal Perl scripts. In this
step, clean reads were obtained by removing the se-
quence containing the adapter, including the sequence
of ploy-N and the low-quality sequence. In addition, the
Q20, Q30 and GC content of the sequences were calcu-
lated. All downstream analyses are based on high-quality
filtered sequences. All bioinformatics analyses were
based on high-quality clean reads.

Transcriptome assembly and encoding potential analysis
The gene model annotation files and reference genomes
were directly downloaded from the genome website.
Bowtie2 v2.2.8 was used to construct the index of the
reference genome, and HISAT2 [27] v2.0.4 was used to
compare the purified reading of the paired ends to the
reference genome. Based on a reference method, the
mapped reads of each sample were assembled by String-
Tie (v1.3.1) [28]. The novel network process algorithms
and optional reassembly steps were performed by String-
Tie to assemble and quantitate the full-length transcript
of multiple splicing variants of each locus.
Based on the structural characteristics and non-coding

function of lncRNA, we set up a series of strict screening
conditions to obtain high-quality lncRNA through the
following five-step screen: (1) Transcripts with low ex-
pression levels, low credible single exon transcripts, and
exon numbers < 2 were filtered out; (2) transcripts < 200
bp in length were filtered out; (3) through Cuffcompare
software, the duplicated transcripts of the exon region of
the database annotation were removed, and the lncRNA
overlapped with the exon region of the splicing tran-
script; (4) the expression of each transcript was calcu-
lated by Cuffquant, and the transcript of FPKM< 0.5 was
filtered out; and (5) finally, we determined whether the
encoding potential was the key condition to determine
lncRNAs. We used three coding potential analysis pro-
grams (CNCI, CPC, and Pfam-sca) to screen the tran-
scripts, and transcripts with coding potential predicted
by one or all of the three tools mentioned above were fil-
tered out. Transcripts without coding potential were
considered candidate lncRNAs. Transcripts of uncertain
coding potential (TUCPs) is an additional set of tran-
scripts. They have high evolutionary conservation but
may include short open reading frames. They have

potential to encode proteins and may serve either as
lincRNAs or as small peptides.

Quantification of gene expression level and differential
expression analysis
The FPKMs [29] of lncRNAs and coding genes in each
sample were calculated through Cuffdiff (v2.1.1). The
FPKM (the number of fragments per million fragments
from a single gene) was used to estimate the expression
levels of lncRNA and TUCP. According to a model in
the negative binomial distribution, Cuffdiff was used to
determine the differential expression of the digital tran-
scription or the gene expression data [29]. Transcripts
with p < 0.05 were considered differentially expressed.

The prediction of co-located and co-expressed genes
In the present study, we predicted the co-expressed and
co-located genes of lncRNA /TUCP to explore the func-
tions of lncRNAs /TUCPs. We searched the genes 100
kb downstream and upstream of lncRNAs /TUCPs and
analyzed their functions. Trans-acting refers to the
co-expression relationship between lncRNA and mRNA.
To explore the trans roles of these molecules, we used a
custom script to calculate Pearson’s coefficient between
the lncRNAs and coding genes.

GO and KEGG analysis
The GO enrichment analysis [30] of the related genes of
differentially expressed lncRNAs or TUCPS was per-
formed by the GOseq R package. GO terms P < 0.05
were considered significantly enriched by differentially
expressed genes. KEGG [31] was used to understand the
advanced features of biological systems and the utility of
the database resources (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/).
We examined the statistical enrichment of the related
genes of differentially expressed lncRNAs or TUCPS in
the KEGG pathway by using KOBAS [32] software.

Results
The genomic characteristics of lncRNA and TUCP in the
goat ovaries
In the present study, we collected five typical follicular
phase and five typical luteal phase goat ovaries. The
RNA sequencing was performed on the Illumina HiSeq
2500 platform, and then, we detected the expression of
lncRNA and TUCP in ovarian tissue samples. Pearson’s
correlation among the samples was between 0.861 and
0.935. In total, 1,164,144,548 raw reads were obtained.
After filtering out the adaptor sequences, empty se-
quence, and low-quality sequences, 1,122,014,112 clean
reads were obtained. Subsequently, a biological informa-
tion analysis was conducted on the basis of the clean
reads. Clean reads obtained in each library accounted for
95.31–98.03% of the raw reads. A total of 4926 lncRNAs
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and 1454 TUCPs were identified from the goat ovaries.
Among these lncRNAs, 1173 molecules were annotated
as lncRNAs and 3753 molecules were novel lncRNAs
(Fig. 1a). Notably, 74% of the novel lncRNAs were lincR-
NAs and 26% of the novel lncRNAs were antisense
lncRNAs (Fig. 1b).
The expression levels in the ovaries in follicular and

luteal phases were similar, and the expression level of
lncRNA and TUCP was lower than that of mRNA
(Fig. 1c/d/e). The study also showed that most lncRNAs
and TUCPs had fewer exons than did mRNAs: the average
number of exons in the lncRNAs and TUCPs was ap-
proximately 2, while that in mRNAs was 12. Unlike
mRNA, the average length of lncRNA was 805.466 nt,
which was shorter than the average length of the mRNA
(3477.172 nt). The length of open reading frame of mRNA
was longer than that of lncRNA and TCUP. The average
length of the lncRNA was 103 nt, and the average length
of the TUCP was 199 nt, while the average length of
mRNA was 670 nt. (Additional file 1: Figure S1A and B).

The differences in lncRNA/TUCP expression in goat
ovaries between the different estrous stages
In the present study, 115 lncRNAs were differentially
expressed in goat ovaries for the luteal phase vs. the fol-
licle phase, of which 28 lncRNAs were upregulated and
87 lncRNAs were downregulated (Fig. 2a). In total, 22
TUCPs were differentially expressed in the goat ovaries,

of which 16 lncRNAs were upregulated and 6 were
downregulated (Fig. 2c).
Systematic hierarchical clustering analysis was used to

analyze the expression patterns of differentially
expressed lncRNAs under different experimental condi-
tions. Hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on all
goat ovarian tissue samples (Fig. 2b). According to the
heat map analysis, the expression of the same gene in
the same group is almost the same, indicating that there
is minimal difference between the samples in the same
group; analysis of the sample cluster showed that the five
samples of the luteal phase are clustered together, and
the five samples of the follicular phase are clustered to-
gether, which indicates large differences between the
samples in the different groups. Analysis of the gene
cluster shows that the differential lncRNAs are divided
into two major categories. There are 28 lncRNAs with
high expression in the luteal stage and 87 lncRNAs with
high expression in the follicular phase (Fig. 2b).
Systematic hierarchical clustering analysis was used to

analyze the expression patterns of differential TUCPs
under different experimental conditions. Hierarchical
cluster analysis was performed on all goat ovarian tissue
samples (Fig. 2d). The heat map analysis showed that
the expression of the same gene in the same group is ba-
sically the same, indicating that there is little difference
between the samples in the same group; analysis of the
sample cluster revealed five samples of the luteal phase
that are clustered together. The five samples of the

a

c d e

b

Fig. 1 Genomic characteristics of lncRNA and TUCP in follicular and luteal goat ovaries. a Screening of the candidate lncRNAs in goat ovaries. b
The classification of candidate lncRNA. c The boxplot of expression level (showed in log10 (FPKM+ 1)) for lncRNA and TUCP. d The FPKM density
distribution of lncRNA and TUCP. e A violin plot of expression level (showed in log10 (FPKM+ 1)) for lncRNA and mRNA transcripts
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follicular phase are clustered together, indicating large
differences between the samples in different groups.
Analysis of gene cluster shows that the differential
TUCPs are divided into two major categories. Among
them, 16 TUCPs show high expression in the luteal
stage, and 6 TUCPs show high expression in the follicu-
lar phase (Fig. 2d).
To study the relationship between chromosome length

and the total number of total mapped reads, we calculated
the density of total mapped reads against each chromosome
(the positive and negative strands) in the genome. In gen-
eral, the longer whole chromosome length is, the more lo-
calized the chromosome is, and the total number of reads
will increase. As shown in Fig. 2e, the differential lncRNAs
are mainly concentrated on chromosomes NC-030809.1,
NC-030810.1, NC-030813.1, NC-030815.1, NC-030814.1,
and NC-030818.1, among which NC-030810.1 had more
up-regulated genes, and NC-030809.1 and NC-030813.1
had more down-regulated genes. As shown in Fig. 2f, differ-
ential TUCPs are primarily concentrated on chromosomes
NC-030809.1, NC-030811.1, NC-030814.1, NC-030816.1,
and NC-030812.1, among which NC-030809.1, NC-
030811.1, NC-030814.1, and NC-030816.1 had more up-
regulated genes and other chromosome differences.
Although many genes were up-regulated, chromosome
NC-030812.1 had more down-regulated genes than the
others.

Co-expressed and co-located genes of differential lncRNAs
/TUCPs
LncRNAs have no encoding potential, thus the functions
of these molecules are achieved by regulating related
genes. The biological function of lncRNA was predicted
by its location relationship (co-location) and expression
correlation (co-expression). The threshold of co-location
is set as lncRNAs 100 kb upstream and downstream.
Among all 115 differential lncRNAs, 87 lncRNAs corre-
sponded to 326 related genes by co-location analysis. A
total of 114 lncRNAs corresponded to 2584 related
genes by co-expression analysis.
The same method was used to predict the related

genes of TUCP. Among the 22 differential TUCPs, 17
TUCPs corresponded to 73 related genes by co-location
analysis, and 22 TUCPs corresponded to 904 related
genes by co-expression analysis.

The GO and KEGG analysis of the co-expression genes of
differential lncRNAs
A total of 28 lncRNAs showed higher expression in luteal
phase ovaries than in follicular phase ovaries. All of these
molecules can be used for co-expressed analysis. These 28
lncRNAs corresponded to 1101 related genes by
co-expression analyses. These related genes were used for
the GO and KEGG enrichment analyses. The results of the
GO enrichment analysis are shown in Fig. 3a and Additional

a b

c d

e f

Fig. 2 The overall differences of lncRNA and TUCP. a/d. Volcano plots of differentially expressed lncRNA/TUCP. X-axis is foldchange (log2), Y-axis
is qValue(−log10). Red points indicate the up-regulated lncRNAs/TUCPs (X axis > 0); green points indicate the down-regulated lncRNAs/TUCPs
(X axis < 0). b/c Hierarchical clustering analysis of differential expressed lncRNA/TUCP from 10 libraries. Red shows higher expression; Blue shows
relatively low expression. e/f chromosome Distribution of differentially expressed lncRNA/TUCP. X-axis is the relative position of the gene on the
chromosome and Y-axis is foldchange (log2). Red: up-regulated transcripts; green: down-regulated transcripts
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file 2: Figure S2, and the terms cofactor binding and coen-
zyme binding were significantly enriched GO terms. Cofac-
tors and coenzymes catalyze the synthesis of steroid
hormones by enhancing enzyme activity. The KEGG enrich-
ment analysis is shown in Fig. 3b. The most significant
signal pathway is steroid biosynthesis (P = 5.16E-06). Ac-
cording to these data, the GO terms cofactor binding and
coenzyme binding and the KEGG pathway of steroid bio-
synthesis have some common genes, such as SQLE, NSDH,
HSD17B7, HRS1, and DHCR24, which were the most differ-
entially expressed genes. These genes co-expressed with
lncRNAs include XR_001919417.1, XR_001918177.1 and
XR_001917326.1 (Additional file 6: Table S1). Therefore, in
the luteal phase ovary, the highly expressed lncRNAs, such
as XR_001919417.1, XR_001918177.1 and XR_001917326.1,
were related to the synthesis of steroid hormones.
There were 87 highly expressed lncRNAs in the fol-

licular phase ovary, and 86 of these molecules were used
for co-expression analysis. These 86 lncRNAs corre-
sponded to 1931 genes. These genes were used for the
GO and KEGG enrichment analyses. The GO enrich-
ment analysis is shown in Fig. 3c, and the terms gene ex-
pression (p = 1.62E-11), ribosome (p = 2.80E-10) and
translation (p = 1.42E-09) were significantly enriched GO

terms. The KEGG enrichment analysis is shown in Fig.
3d. The most significant signal pathway from the KEGG
analysis is ribosome. According to these data, the GO
terms gene expression, ribosome, translation and the
KEGG pathway of ribosome share common genes. Many
common genes, such as FAU, BCL2, and RPS6, were dif-
ferentially expressed. The co-expressed lncRNAs include
XR_001919841.1, XR_001917388.1 and XR_001918469.1
(Additional file 6: Table S1). Therefore, the highly
expressed lncRNAs in the follicular phase ovary, such as
XR_001919841.1, XR_001917388.1 and XR_001918469.1,
were related to gene expression.

The GO and KEGG analysis of co-located genes of differential
lncRNAs
A total of 28 lncRNAs showed higher expression levels in
the luteal phase ovaries than those in the follicular phase
ovaries, and 24 of these molecules could be used for
co-location analysis. These 24 lncRNAs corresponded to
99 genes. These 99 genes were used for the GO and
KEGG enrichment analyses. The GO enrichment analysis
is shown in Fig. 4a and Additional file 3: Figure S3, and
the term DNA binding was the most significantly enriched
GO term. Many of these genes, such as PANK1, WRNIP1,

a

c

b

d

Fig. 3 The GO and KEGG analysis of co-expressed genes of differential expressed lncRNAs. a The GO analysis of related gene of differential
expressed and up-regulated lncRNAs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is the GO term. b KEGG pathway analyses of up-regulated lncRNAs. KEGG
enrichment is measured by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the
degree of enrichment. The value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05
are defined as pathways that are significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes. c The GO analysis of related gene of down-regulated
lncRNAs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is the GO term. d KEGG pathway analyses of down-regulated lncRNAs. KEGG enrichment is measured by
rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The
value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that
are significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes
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and OTUD7B, were differentially expressed. The lncRNAs
that co-localized with these genes were XR_001917326.1,
LNC_002673, XR_309,871.3 and so on. (Additional file 6:
Table S1). In summary, in the luteal phase ovary, the
highly expressed lncRNAs, such as XR_001917326.1,
LNC_002673, and XR_309,871.3, may be associated with
the formation of the transcription initiation complex.
There were 87 lncRNAs with higher expression in the

follicular phase ovaries, and 63 of these molecules could
be used for co-location analysis. These 63 lncRNAs corre-
sponded to 236 related genes. These 236 genes were used
for the GO and KEGG enrichment analyses. The GO en-
richment analysis is shown in Fig. 4c. JAK-STAT cascade
(p = 1.36E-08) was the most significantly enriched GO
term. STAT is a signal transcriptome and transcriptional
activator that passes through the nucleus to regulate the
expression of related genes when it is phosphorylated by
JAK. According to the present results, many related genes
of this term, such as LOC102182821, LOC108638069,
LOC108638068, and LOC108638070, were differentially
expressed genes. These related genes co-localized with
XR_001296791.2 (Additional file 6: Table S1). In sum-
mary, in the follicle phase ovaries, the highly expressed
lncRNA XR_001296791.2 was related to gene expression.

The GO and KEGG analysis of co-expressed genes of
differential TUCPs
There were 16 TUCPs showing higher expression levels in
the luteal phase ovaries than those in the follicular phase
ovaries. All of these molecules could be used for co- expres-
sion analysis. These 16 TUCPs corresponded to 765 genes.
These 765 genes were used for the GO and KEGG enrich-
ment analyses. The GO enrichment analysis is shown in
Fig. 5a and Additional file 4: Figure S4, and the terms iso-
prenoid metabolic process and isoprenoid biosynthetic
process were significantly enriched GO terms. In these two
terms, the related genes, such as FDPS, KDM1A, and
AIFM1 were differentially expressed, and the TUCPs show-
ing related genes co-expression include TUCP_001032,
TUCP_000183, and TUCP_001362 (Additional file 6: Table
S1). KEGG enrichment analysis is shown in Fig. 5b. The
most significant signal pathway is steroid biosynthesis
(6.73E-06). In the steroid biosynthesis signaling pathway,
the related genes, such as EBP, DHCR24, and SQLE, were
differentially expressed, and the TUCPs co-expressed with
related genes include TUCP_001362, TUCP_001032, and
TUCP_000183 (Additional file 6: Table S1). In summary, as
the steroids belong to the isoprenoids, we conclude that in
the luteal phase ovary, the highly expressed TUCPs, such as

a

c d

b

Fig. 4 The GO and KEGG analysis of co-located genes of differential lncRNAs. a The GO analysis of related gene of differential expressed and
up-regulated lncRNAs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is the GO term. b KEGG pathway analyses of up-regulated lncRNAs. KEGG enrichment is
measured by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment.
The value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that
are significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes. c The GO analysis of related gene of down-regulated lncRNAs, X-axis is qValue(−log10),
Y-axis is the GO term. d KEGG pathway analyses of down-regulated lncRNAs. KEGG enrichment is measured by rich factor, qvalue and the number
of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it
is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that are significantly enriched in differentially
expressed genes
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TUCP_001362, TUCP_001032 and TUCP_000183, were
related to the synthesis of steroid hormones.
There were 6 TUCPs showing higher expression in the

follicular phase ovary, and all of these molecules could
be used for co-expression analysis. These 6 TUCPs cor-
responded to 157 related genes. These genes were used
for the GO and KEGG enrichment analyses. The GO
enrichment analysis is shown in Fig. 5c. Transcription,
DNA-dependent, DNA binding and RNA biosynthetic
process were significantly enriched GO terms. In the
three terms, many related genes, such as AR, HMGB1
and CREM, were differentially expressed. The genes
co-expressed with TUCPs are TUCP_000849,
TUCP_000249, TUCP_001109 and so on (Additional file
6: Table S1). In summary, in the follicle phase ovaries,
the highly expressed TUCPs, such as TUCP_000849,
TUCP_000249 and TUCP_001109, were related to gene
expression.

The GO and KEGG analysis of co-located genes of differential
TUCPs
There were 16 TUCPs showing higher localization in the
luteal phase ovaries than in the follicular phase ovaries, and
11 of these molecules could be used for co-location ana-
lysis. These 11 TUCPs corresponded to 45 genes. These 45

genes were used for the GO and KEGG enrichment ana-
lyses. The GO enrichment analysis is shown in Fig. 6a and
Additional file 5: Figure S5. The terms lipoprotein meta-
bolic process and lipid localization were significantly
enriched GO terms. In these two terms, many related
genes, such as APOA5, LOC102179867 and APOA1, were
differentially expressed. These genes co-localized with
TUCP_000751 TUCP_000882 (Additional file 6: Table S1).
KEGG enrichment analysis is shown in Fig. 6b. The signal
pathway of glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - globo series,
glycosphingolipid biosynthesis - lacto and neolacto series
was significantly enriched. In the two signal pathways,
many related genes, such as LOC102178850, FUT1 and
LOC102185028, were differentially expressed. These genes
only co-localized with TUCP_000882. In summary, in the
luteal phase ovary, the highly expressed TUCPs,
TUCP_000751 and TUCP_000882, are related to the bio-
synthesis of lipid (Additional file 6: Table S1). The increase
in lipid amount in the luteal phase ovary was beneficial to
the synthesis of steroids.
There were 6 TUCPs showing higher localization in

the follicular phase ovary, and all of these molecules
could be used for co-location analysis. These 6 TUCPs
corresponded to 28 genes. These 28 genes were used for
the GO and KEGG enrichment analyses. The GO

a b

c d

Fig. 5 The GO and KEGG analysis of co-expressed genes of differential TUCPs. a The GO analysis of related gene of differential expressed and
up-regulated TUCPs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is the GO term. b KEGG pathway analyses of up-regulated TUCPs. KEGG enrichment is measured
by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The value
range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that are
significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes. c The GO analysis of related gene of down-regulated TUCPs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is
the GO term. d KEGG pathway analyses of down-regulated TUCPs. KEGG enrichment is measured by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes
enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero,
the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that are significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes
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enrichment analysis is shown in Fig. 6c. The regulation
of gene expression, regulation of RNA biosynthetic
process, transcription and DNA-dependent were signifi-
cantly enriched GO terms. In the three terms, many re-
lated genes, such as MCM7, TAF6 and ZSCAN2, were
differentially expressed. The related genes co-localized
with TUCP_000849, TUCP_000249, TUCP_001109 and
so on. (Additional file 6: Table S1). The KEGG enrich-
ment analysis results are shown in Fig. 6d, and the DNA
replication signaling pathway was significantly enriched.
The MCM7 gene of this pathway significantly differs,
and this gene co-localized with TUCP_001109(Addi-
tional file 6: Table S1). In summary, in the follicle phase
ovary, the highly expressed TUCPs, such as
TUCP_000849, TUCP_000249, and TUCP_001109, were
related to gene expression.

Discussion
LncRNAs widely participate in mammalian processes;
however, compared with humans and other mammals,
there is limited knowledge of lncRNAs in goats [33–36],
particularly how lncRNAs regulate the reproductive pro-
cesses, such as ovulation and the lambing rate, in goats
during ovarian development. In the present study, we

identified and analyzed the lncRNAs and TUCPs in goat
ovaries at the luteal phase and follicular phases by
RNA-seq. To our knowledge, the present study is the
first systematic study of the lncRNAs and TUCPs in the
goat ovaries. The present report is also the first to iden-
tify differentially expressed lncRNAs and TUCPs in fol-
licular and luteal ovaries.
In the present study, the goat ovary transcriptome of

lncRNAs and TUCPs were provided. According to the
base quality and composition analysis, the Q20 was
95.73–97.14%, and the GC content was 49.2–50.60%.
These findings indicated that the library was successfully
constructed and that the sequencing quality was good.
According to the sequencing results, the average length
of lncRNAs /TUCPs is shorter than that of mRNAs, and
the number of exons is lower, the length of the open
reading frame is shorter, and the expression level of
lncRNAs /TUCPs are relatively lower than those of
mRNA. These transcriptome features are consistent with
those reported in previous studies [34, 36, 37]. Pearson’s
correlation between the samples ranged from 0.861 to
0.935, which shows that the present study is reliable and
that the sample selection is reasonable.
LncRNA usually do not encode protein and can

achieve functions by binding to chromosome or protein,

a b

c d

Fig. 6 The GO and KEGG analysis of co-located genes of differential TUCPs. a The GO analysis of related gene of differential expressed and
up-regulated TUCPs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is the GO term. b KEGG pathway analyses of up-regulated TUCPs. KEGG enrichment is measured
by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The value
range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero, the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that are
significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes. c The GO analysis of related gene of down-regulated TUCPs, X-axis is qValue(−log10), Y-axis is
the GO term. d KEGG pathway analyses of down-regulated TUCPs. KEGG enrichment is measured by rich factor, qvalue and the number of genes
enriched on this pathway. The larger the Rich factor, the greater the degree of enrichment. The value range of qvalue is [0,1]. The closer it is to zero,
the more significant the enrichment is. Pathways with q≤ 0.05 are defined as pathways that are significantly enriched in differentially expressed genes
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especially transcription factors [38]. Recent studies have
shown that the biological functions of lncRNAs in goat
ovaries can be predicted by studying relevant genes
using co-expression and co-localization methods [39].
Many researches further confirmed the credibility of
such predicted methods. For example, after predicted
the related gene (CDKN1A) of lncRNA PANDA by
co-expressed method, it was confirmed with some ex-
periments that PANDA interacts with the transcription
factor NF-YA to limit expression of related gene [40].
Therefore, the co-expression and co-localization genes
of differential lncRNA/TUCP was analysis is as follows.
What are the main functions of lncRNAs and TUCPs

that are highly expressed in the luteal phase ovary? Ac-
cording to the functional analysis of higher expressed
lncRNA (co-expressing genes) in the luteal phase ovary,
the terms coenzyme binding and cofactor binding are the
most significant GO terms. Coenzymes and cofactors may
catalyze the synthesis of steroid hormones by increasing
enzyme activity. For example, the cytochrome P450c17
protein encoded by the CYP17A1 (all called cytochrome
P450c17α) gene is a cytochrome P450 enzyme expressed
in the ovary and testis. P450c17 has both 17α-hydroxylase
and 17,20-lyase activities and is a typical membrane-
bound bifunctional monooxygenase that plays a key role
in the synthesis of steroid hormones [41] and plays an im-
portant role in maintaining the synthesis of sex hormones
[42]. Therefore, the lncRNAs that are highly expressed in
the luteal phase may be mainly related to the synthesis of
steroid hormones. According to the functional analysis of
more highly expressed TUCPs (co-expressing genes) in
the luteal phase ovary, the term isoprenoid is the most sig-
nificant GO term. Steroids are a general term for a large
class of cyclopentadiene-perhydrophenanthrene deriva-
tives widely distributed in the biosphere. These com-
pounds belong to the group isoprenoids. According to the
functional analysis of more highly expressed lncRNAs
(co-location genes) in the luteal phase ovary, the term
lipid synthesis was the most significant GO term. The for-
mation and accumulation of lipid droplets in the luteal
cells may be important for the production of steroids [43]
. Ovarian function is associated with decreased lipid levels,
particularly in the luteal phase [44] . Through the above
functional analysis of co-expressed and co-localized genes
of TUCPs, we propose that TUCPs and lncRNAs highly
expressed in the luteal phase ovary may be related to the
synthesis of steroid hormone. In summary, the present re-
sults indicate that the high expression of lncRNA and
TUCP in the luteal phase ovary may be mainly related to
the synthesis of steroid hormones. We screened for
lncRNAs/TUCPs that may be involved in steroid hor-
mone synthesis, such as XR_001919417.1 and so on
(Additional file 6: Table S1). Steroid hormones mainly in-
clude estrogen and progesterone, which are secreted by

the gonads. These molecules can regulate the ovarian
function in goats and other mammals. Consistent with
Lee et al., knocking out the EGR-1 gene causes sterility in
mice [45]. During pregnancy, estrogen plays a role in the
initiation of labor and is conducive to childbirth. Progesto-
gen can promote embryo implantation and maintain preg-
nancy. The secretion of estrogen and progesterone has an
important influence on the reproductive function of ani-
mals [7]. In the luteal phase of the goat ovary, the follicle
ruptures and forms a corpus luteum after ovulation. The
corpus luteum mainly secretes a large amount of proges-
terone. Therefore, we propose that the difference between
the ovary during the luteal phase and the follicular phase
is mainly related to the synthesis of progesterone in ster-
oid hormones. The above results can provide evidence
that lncRNAs /TUCPs regulate the synthesis of progester-
one in the luteal phase and influence the reproductive per-
formance of animals.
What are the major functions of lncRNA and TUCP

that are highly expressed in the follicular phase ovarian?
According to the functional analysis of more highly
expressed lncRNAs (co-expressing genes) in the follicular
phase ovary, the terms ribosomes and translation were the
most significant GO terms. The ribosome is the site of
protein biosynthesis resulting from translation of messen-
ger RNA (mRNA). The genetic information stored in the
DNA sequence is transcribed and translated into biologic-
ally active protein molecules that enable organisms to ex-
hibit corresponding traits. These actions are the most
important process of gene expression. According to the
functional analysis of more highly expressed TUCPs (both
co-expressed and co-localized genes) in the follicular
phase ovary, the terms transcription, DNA-dependent,
and RNA biosynthetic processes are the common GO
terms, with significant differences. Transcription is the
first stage of gene expression and the main stage of gene
regulation. Gene expression consists of transcription and
translation processes. In summary, analyses with
co-expression or co-location methods show that highly
expressed lncRNAs /TUCPs in the follicular phase ovary
are mainly associated with gene expression. We screened
lncRNAs /TUCPs related to gene expression, such as
XR_001296791.2 and so on (Additional file 6: Table S1).
In the follicular phase goat ovaries, the follicles continue
developing, and the oocytes continue growing and achieve
maturation. An increasing number of maternal factors ac-
cumulate during oocyte growth and development [46] .
This process requires large amounts of gene expression
[47, 48]. Studies have shown that gene expression is an in-
dispensable step in the oogenesis and maturation of oo-
cyte [48–50]. Therefore, we propose that the difference
between the ovarian follicular phase and the luteal phase
is mainly related to oogenesis and oocyte maturation. One
of the main functions of lncRNAs is to regulate gene
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expression and participate in various physiological and de-
velopmental processes of organisms [51–53] . The above
results can provide research ideas for how these lncRNAs
/TUCPs regulate gene expression and affect the growth
and maturation of oocytes, further affecting animal repro-
ductive performance.
Some new lncRNAs were discovered to both co-located

and co-expressed to a same genes. Three pairs of them
were higher expressed in follicular stage ovarian:
XR-001917610.1 and STAG2; XR-001919591.1 and
ST6GALNAC1; XR-001919196.1 and LOC102180063.
Two pairs of them were higher expressed in luteal stage
ovarian: XR-309871.3 and BOLA1; XR-001919152.1 and
LOC108633292. Further research these lncRNAs maybe
help to understand the regulation of reproduction.

Conclusion
In the present study, we conducted genome-wide
RNA-seq for follicular and luteal ovaries in goat and
provided the transcriptome profile of the lncRNAs and
TUCPs in the goat ovaries. In addition, we screened
the lncRNAs /TUCPs associated with hormone secre-
tion and follicular development. The present study
also provided fundamental data for studying the
regulation mechanisms of lncRNAs /TUCPs in goat
reproduction.
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